Notices


This impressive publication, the result of several years of labour by archivists and project staff in the Anglican Ecclesiastical Province of Ontario, outlines the official records and personal papers held in seven diocesan repositories, along with some related collections in the archives of the Anglican General Synod, Trinity College, and Wycliffe College in Toronto. Produced under the leadership of Mary-Anne Nicholls (Archivist, Diocese of Toronto), it is the second volume in a series that originated in 1986 with the compilation by Wilma MacDonald of the Guide to the Holdings of the Archives of Rupert's Land (Winnipeg: St. John's College Press).

The Guide was produced through the support both of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada and the Ecclesiastical Province of Ontario. In addition to brief descriptions of archival documents created by parishes, clergy members, diocesan offices, native missions, women's groups, and other related organizations, it contains glossaries, maps of diocesan boundaries, selected biographical sketches, and indexes of place names, clergy members, and church staff. Reflecting records spanning two centuries, it will be a convenient reference work for historians, sociologists, church staff, genealogists, and other researchers; and, with the Rupert’s Land guide, it sets a high standard for the two remaining Canadian ecclesiastical provinces to meet.
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Published in June 1989, this study was undertaken to “examine the need and the potential market for a mass deacidification centre in Metropolitan Toronto.” Funding
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